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Please note that the responses below will be posted on communication channel(s) of the Union.
1. Why do you want to contest for a position in the NUSSU Executive Committee?
To represent the student body and ensure that voices are being heard within the committee. Personally,
I do want to develop myself holistically and extends my horizon in all areas.

2. What position(s) are you interested in the NUSSU Executive Committee?
Deputy Student Welfare Secretary

3. What are your goals and directions for the Union? Why do you think the Union should head towards
this direction?
I hope for a more inclusive Union whereby the needs of the student body and constituent clubs are
taken care of to the best of our abilities. The student body is automatically placed under NUSSU
upon being enrolled as freshmen. NUSSU has the responsibility to resolve their worries, take notice
of their interest and care for them as a caretaker. Generally, all these basic necessities have to be
taken care of before even moving onto creating legacy and climbing great heights.

4. How do you plan to achieve your directions and goals mentioned in point 3?
Going down and meet the welfare directors to collate feedbacks from the respective student constituent
clubs and see how their needs could be satisfied within the limiting constraints rather than emailing the
correspondence on the back end. This is especially important as the concerns vary from one club to
another due to the nature of the different school in which they are representing. By interacting with
them first hand, we would be able to understand the situation on the ground and hence, empathize and
collaborate together to build a more cohesive environment.

5. Do you have any relevant past experiences?
Yuan Ching Secondary School, Student Council, Executive Committee
Ngee Ann Polytechnic, FoodAID Club, Executive Committee
Ngee Ann Polytechnic, School of Engineering, Ambassador
Heartware, National Day Parade 2015 (Ushering), Youth Planning Committee, Ops and Logs In-Charge

6. Do you have any other commitments in or outside of NUS?

- NIL -

